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Abstract
Hate speech detection mostly involves the use of text data. This data, usually sourced from 
various social media platforms, have been known to be plagued with numerous issues 
that result in a reduction of its quality and hence, the quality of the trained models. Some 
of these issues are the lack of diversity and the diminutive class of interest in the dataset 
which results in overfitted models that do not generalize well on other or newly collected 
data. The different ways of handling these issues include augmenting the data with diverse 
samples, engineering non-redundant features or designing robust classification models. In 
this study, the focus is on the data augmentation aspect. Data augmentation is a popular 
method for improving the quality of existing datasets by generating synthetic samples that 
mimic the distribution of the original samples. There is a lack of extensive studies on how 
hate speech texts respond to varying textual data augmentation techniques and methods. 
Specifically, we provide further insight into the token replacement method of textual data 
augmentation by performing empirical studies that investigate which embedding method(s) 
is a robust source of synonym for replacement process, what effective method(s) can be 
used to select words to be replaced, and how to confirm if the label within each class is 
preserved. Our proposed methods, validated on two commonly used hate speech datasets 
affected by a known lack of diversity and diminutive class of interest issues, significantly 
improve classification performance and provides insights into token replacement methods.
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1 Introduction

The research area of hate speech detection framed as a text classification task has come 
a long way in recent years. The outpour of research studies tackle different aspects of the 
problem and the resulting proposed solutions include the manual extraction of generic and 
task-specific features and the careful design of machine learning architectures [13, 20, 21, 
23, 27]. Since most of the existing work have formulated the problem of detecting tex-
tual hate speech as a text classification task, it naturally requires access to a large source 
of clean, bias free, balanced textual data. However, this hasn’t been completely feasible 
because of the following challenging reasons discussed more in depth in [19]:

– The percentage of existing hate samples are minute compared to the non-hateful sam-
ples, hence there is a data scarcity.

– The data annotation process is very expensive, time consuming and leads to very little 
output for the already minute hateful class.

– The sensitive nature of hate speech samples have the possibility of adversely affecting 
the mental health of the annotators exposed to it.

– The subjective nature of hate speech makes the label output questionable.

As a result of these, the existing proposed solutions are usually built on inadequate avail-
able data. This, inadvertently leads to several problems such as:

– The trained models not sufficiently exposed to hateful class.
– Overfitting.
– Low generalization ability of the trained models.
– The trained models not sufficiently exposed to the varying aspects/kinds of hate speech 

and hence biased towards only certain aspects.

Data augmentation has the potential to reduce overfitting in models. Also, it could increase 
the size of the class of interest, which for hate speech detection is the hate class, and 
improve the diversity of the training set thus improving the generalization ability of the 
trained models. Data augmentation is a set of semantically invariant transformations [4] 
used as a regularization technique [33]. These transformations generate new data samples 
that must preserve the class labels. Data augmentation has been applied to image classi-
fication [32], speech recognition [28] and machine translation [9] and more recently text 
classification [40]. In image classification, techniques such as rotating, mirroring, resiz-
ing or cropping are easily applied. In some non-English languages with a rich case mark-
ing system, these methods (cropping and rotation) have been shown to be beneficial [31]. 
Unfortunately, due to sequential nature of text, most of these methods do not directly relay 
to text data. It is pertinent that the semantic and syntactic information in the text are pre-
served. For example, a clothing store review “The cardigan is made of a thick fabric good 
for winter”, by cropping could give “This cardigan is made” or by mirroring gives “retinw 
rof doog cribaf kciht a fo edam si nagidrac siht”. None of these new sentences make sense 
or retain the original information. Hence, specific augmentation techniques are required for 
text data. Figure 1 shows a summary of some of the well known textual data augmentation 
techniques. The techniques are divided based on whether they only change a local region 
in the original sentence or whether they globally affect the whole sentence (more details in 
Section 2).
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For this study, we mostly focus on local data augmentation, specifically, token substitu-
tion/word replacement1 data augmentation methods because it is one of the cost effective 
and easily accessible methods for textual data augmentation. Token substitution is a popu-
lar method which replaces a token in the sentence with its synonym. Albeit its popularity, 
it still has pertinent gaps especially in terms of hate speech data. Also, token replacement is 
the first step towards an incremental study on text data augmentation. Some of the gaps in 
this area that need to be further explored include: 

1. Source of Synonyms: Word embedding methods such as Word2Vec [22] or GloVe 
[26], which are the widely used methods for producing synonyms, are limited by the 
learning method used to generate it. In this learning method, co-occurring words in the 
training documents end up in the same vicinity in the vector space. Hence, antonyms of 
a keyword could be in the same vicinity to that keyword because they usually co-occur 
in documents. For example, the word “black” could exist very closely to the word 
“white” and can be swapped for one another during a synonym replacement process. 
Thus, it is clear that using this embedding for token substitution/synonym replace-
ment will generate misleading instances with higher chance of a label change. This is 
especially true for the hate speech detection task where using an antonym to replace a 
word is not considered a semantically invariant transformation [4]. We will investigate 
what other embedding methods can produce better synonyms and how they perform in 
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Fig. 1  Textual Data Augmentation Summary

1 For the rest of this study, token” and “word” will be used interchangeably. Also, “substitution” and 
“replacement” will be used interchangeably.
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comparison with widely used embedding methods based solely on co-occurring words 
such as Word2Vec.

2. Substituted Word Selection: Existing token substitution methods randomly choose 
word(s) in a sentence to be substituted [45] or replace words with a specific parts-of-
speech (PoS) tag [4, 17]. It is clear that words in a sentence have different levels of 
importance in that sentence, hence, the replacement of a specific word will have an effect 
different from the replacement of another word. Therefore, naturally, we ask “What 
alternative methods can be applied to effectively select the best words to be substituted 
during the token replacement process?”

3. Homogeneity vs Heterogeneity: Token substitution mostly uses a pre-trained embed-
ding to find the new word to be used as a substitute, calculated using a distance measure 
such as cosine similarity. The same pre-trained embedding is often used as the first layer 
of a deep classification model. Would the performance deteriorate or remain unchanged 
if the pre-trained embeddings used are kept homogeneous or heterogeneous?. For exam-
ple, using Word2Vec for cosine similarity based synonym replacement and using GloVe 
as the first layer of the deep classification model is considered a heterogeneous setting 
i.e. it is mixed while a homogeneous setting will include using a Word2Vec for both 
replacement and classification i.e. it is matching. A homogeneous setting would be 
more cost effective and computationally efficient than a heterogeneous setting because it 
reduces the quantity of resources needed thus saving space and also reduces information 
loss as representation provided at the replacement stage is retained at the classification 
stage.

4. Label Preservation: Transformations as a result of data augmentation should be seman-
tically invariant. In text classification, only transformations that preserve the labels while 
augmenting data are allowed. Thus, we need to confirm that the augmentation process 
preserves the original labels.

To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no studies addressing these issues 
especially for hate speech detection. Hence, we are motivated to contribute to filling the 
above gaps in literature. Therefore, the overall aim of this work is to perform empirical 
studies to investigate and provide answers to these pertinent questions highlighted above 
related to the token substitution method of data augmentation. Specifically,

– First, we intend to design experiments to replace the Word2Vec embedding with an 
alternative with the potential of providing a better substitute word.

– Secondly, we propose new methods for choosing which words to substitute in a sen-
tence.

– The third specific objective will address the issue of homogeneity or heterogeneity 
of pre-trained embedding.

– And finally, try to confirm if the labels were preserved by the augmentation method 
of choice.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: In Section 2, we summarize existing hate 
speech data augmentation studies. In Section  3, we discuss the methods we proposed 
to address the highlighted problems. Section  4 contains the experiment design which 
includes the datasets and the experimental baselines. The results are presented in Sec-
tion 5 while Sections 6, 7 and 8 describes some further analysis, our conclusions and 
the intended future work respectively.
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2  Related studies

In this section we present a summary of data augmentation studies in relation to hate 
speech detection. In general, the existing studies have followed the summary in Figure 1. 
This groups them into local augmentation techniques and global augmentation techniques. 
The local techniques focus on a specific region (words or phrases) in a sentence and alter 
it to generate a new sentence. The global techniques focus on the whole sentence and alter 
it. For example, with this sentence “the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog”, when 
synonym replacement (which is a local technique) is applied, it could become “the fast 
white fox walked over the idle dog” while when paraphrasing (which is a global technique) 
is applied, it could become “the lazy dog was jumped over by the quick brown fox”. Other 
local techniques include using a language model to predict a masked word in a sentence 
and randomly swapping two words, inserting a new word or randomly deleting a word in a 
sentence. Apart from paraphrasing, the global techniques also include translating from one 
language to another then translating back to the original language and generating the text 
either from scratch or from a seed word/phrase.

Token substitution is a popular method which replaces a token in the sentence with its 
synonym. This synonym is usually gotten from a dictionary or thesaurus such as WordNet 
in [12] or calculated using the cosine similarities between the target word and words in 
a pre-trained word embedding such as Word2Vec in [30, 39] or Glove in [12]. Another 
well-known method is generation of new text using RNN [30] or GPT [12, 18, 36, 42] 
or GAN [3]. In [44], they applied dependency based embeddings for word substitution to 
generate text while leveraging textual membership queries. Some other studies leveraged 
solutions such as shifting the position of words in a zero padded representation [30], syn-
thetic minority oversampling, random over- and under- sampling, and AdaSYN [29], add-
ing common misspelling of words to data and collecting tweets that contain swear words in 
conjunction with positive adjectives or racial and religious tweets [38], adding tweets with 
disgust and anger emotions from suspended accounts to the data [1], bootstrapping from 
another dataset; embedding based [13] or sentiment polarity based [8] methods.

These existing studies are done independently. In our study, we holistically look at the 
problem, provide comparisons while keeping the experimental designs consistent. We pro-
pose new methods of providing synonyms and novel methods for selecting the token to 
be substituted. Moreover, we provide an insight into label preservation property of token 
replacement and also discuss how pre-trained embedding homogeneity and heterogeneity 
affects performance.

3  Proposed methods

In this section we discuss the methods proposed to address the limitations of the existing 
studies and achieve the objectives.

3.1  Objective 1: source of synonyms

The investigation into the source of synonyms for replacement is based on the most widely 
used method which is the original pre-trained Word2Vec (W2V). To achieve this objective, 
we propose the use of two relevant but different pre-trained embedding methods to provide 
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synonyms for replacement. In general these methods improve the standard Word2Vec from 
different perspectives and thus we postulate that that improvement can be beneficial to the 
synonym replacement process.

The first method is the counter-fitted (synonym and antonym) word embedding. This is 
adapted from the Mrkšićs’ [24] model. The Mrkšićs’ model aims to improve the semantic simi-
larity inference capability of a vector space representation of words by introducing antonymy 
and synonymy constraints via an external lexicon into this vector space. It achieves this with 
use of a three-termed objective function which includes Antonym Repel (pushes antonymous 
word vectors away from each other), Synonym Attract (pushes known synonymous words pairs 
closer) and Vector Space Preservation (preserves original semantic information by bending the 
transformed vector space towards the original). This generates a modified embedding space 
where truly synonymous words are closer and their antonyms are further apart. More details on 
this can be found in [24]. For the rest of this work, this method will be denoted by CF-W2V.

The second method is the dependency-based embedding. Here, we utilize Levy and 
Goldberg’s [16] skip-gram model (word2vecf2). In this model, while learning embeddings, 
the linear context words are replaced with dependency context from the dependency parse 
graph. An illustration of this idea is culled from [16]. In the text sequence, ‘australian 
scientist discovers star with telescope’, the linear context words from word2vec for ‘discov-
ers’ (with a window size of 2) are ‘australian’, ‘scientist’, ‘star’, and ‘with’. The word ‘tel-
escope’ was not captured as context for ‘discovers’ because of the long distance between 
them. However, when using word2vecf, the dependency context for the target word ‘dis-
covers’ is now ‘nsubj_scientist’, ‘obj_star’, ‘obl_telescope’. It successfully adds the related 
words to the context information even though they are separated by a long distance. It has 
been shown that dependency-based embeddings outperforms its linear counterpart for 
question classification and relation identification tasks [15]. For the rest of this work, this 
method will be denoted by DE-W2V.

3.2  Objective 2: substituted word selection

We propose two methods for choosing words to be substituted instead of relying on Parts-
of-Speech (PoS) tags or merely selecting all the words.

The first method involves the use of a heuristic to choose words. We framed the prob-
lem of selecting replaceable words as a combinatorial optimization problem. Specifically, 
we use Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [14]. PSO is a population-based evolutionary 
computation technique where each solution can be represented as a particle in a swarm 
(flocks of birds or schools of fish). Each of these particles has a position (a possible solu-
tion) and a velocity (speed and direction of the particle) in the search space when initial-
ized and they move around this space to search for the optimal solution(s). To move, each 
particle updates its position and its velocity based on its previous experience and the expe-
rience of the surrounding particles (population) using (1) and (2). This experience includes 
the particles’ previous best position (pbest) and the previous best position of the population 
(gbest). The particle’s position is evaluated based on a pre-defined fitness function.

(1)vt+1
id

= w ∗ vt
id
+ c1 ∗ r1i ∗ (pt

id
− xt

id
) + c2 ∗ r2i ∗ (pt

gd
− xt

id
)

2 https:// bitbu cket. org/ yoavgo/ word2 vecf/ src/ defau lt/
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where vt
id

 and xt
id

 are the velocity and position respectively of the ith particle in dimension 
d at time t. w is the inertia weight representing the moving momentum of the particles. pt

id
 

and pt
gd

 are pbest and gbest positions in dimension d at time t. c1 and c2 are acceleration 
constants, and r1 and r2 are random values uniformly distributed in [0, 1].

PSO has demonstrated its prowess for feature selection tasks [37, 43] which is a com-
binatorial optimization problem. We designed a binary representation for the particle posi-
tions where 0 represents an unreplaced word and 1 represents a to-be-replaced word. The 
search space for this task is directly proportional to the number of words in the dataset 
which could be approximately thousands or tens of thousands. This would cause a dimen-
sionality problem which occupies a large memory space and requires a high computational 
cost. To avoid this problem, we employ Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency 
(TF-IDF) to select the top words without considering stop words. The selected words form 
a bag-of-replaceable-words and the particle size in the PSO will be the same as the size/
length of this bag. Each individual/particle position will be used for all the sentences in 
the dataset. Hence, only words in a sentence that its position in the particle position is 
represented by a 1 will potentially be replaced by the replacement method of choice. When 
this word is selected, we also check if the synonym improves or degrades the predictive 
performance of the sentence. As described in Section 4.2, top N synonyms are chosen to 
generate more sentences. Therefore, when N synonyms for the potentially replaceable word 
are found, we calculate the fitness of this new sentence and only add it to the dataset if it 
improves the fitness over the original sentence. The fitness function is the average of all 
the prediction probability for the minority class. This average is what the algorithm maxi-
mizes. This prediction is from a classification model trained on the original train set and 
measured in terms of Macro-F1. If the prediction probability is greater than or equal to a 
set threshold, that individual/particle position will be selected. We empirically selected 60 
particles in each swarm for 100 iterations for this experiment. For the rest of the param-
eters, we used the same as in [37].

The second method adapts the feature attribution method termed Integrated Gradient 
(IG) [34] to measure word importance. Feature attribution attempts to measure the impor-
tance of the input features based on the prediction of a deep neural network. It is one of the 
most popular methods that can extract insight about why a model makes a prediction. In 
literature, Integrated Gradient is used for explainable Artificial Intelligence (AI) [2, 35, 41] 
and generating adversarial samples [25]. IG produces a numeric score for each word in an 
input sentence. The magnitude of this score for each word corresponds to how important 
the model considers the word. For a text classification task, feature attribution can reveal 
which words are responsible, according to the model, for the predicted class assigned to 
a sentence. Attention based explanation is another popular attribution method in Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) for finding important words. Experiments carried out in [41] 
shows that attention might not explain a models prediction in some cases. Furthermore, 
[11] show that attention fails to provide a meaningful explanation therefore obfuscating the 
relationship between the attention scores and the model output. We chose IG for its ease of 
implementation and its superiority in literature over similar attribution methods. In [5], IG 
was used to calculate the feature attribution of each word in the input sentence. Then they 
test how fragile the classifier is by substituting words with high attribution scores (as deter-
mined by a selected threshold) with their synonyms and antonyms to check if the classifiers 
prediction changes. This falls under adversarial sample generation while our study falls 
under data augmentation.

(2)xt+1
id

= xt
id
+ vt+1

id
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In this study, we propose three settings. First, we synonym replace words considered 
unimportant (attribution score less than 0.000). In the second setting, we synonym 
replace words considered as important (attribution score greater than 0.000) and in the 
third setting, we drop words considered as unimportant from the sentence. The model 
under attribution is a one-layer Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) 
trained on the unbalanced original dataset. We empirically set the number of steps 
hyperparameter to 50. The augmented data for the drop unimportant words setting 
is much smaller than that of the other two settings since there is no synonym replace-
ment occurring and hence no top N synonym selection to increase the dataset (intuition 
behind this is explained in Section 4.2). Hence, to increase the data size, we did a copy 
and paste (oversampling) to make the sizes equal with the other two settings. For the 
replace important and replace unimportant settings, there were sentences where the 
word to be replaced either does not occur in the pre-trained model or the word is con-
sidered neither important nor unimportant, thus generating the same original sentences. 
In cases like this, we ensure that duplicates are removed from the final dataset to avoid 
mimicking an oversampling effect.

These two proposed methods are different ways of solving the same substituted word 
selection problem. They both require a model trained on the original dataset and it might 
be a limitation. However, they provide a more high-level and automated method with added 
intelligence. The PSO method, apart from just selecting which words to be substituted, it 
also selects the best substitute word. This provides some sort of filtering which removes 
noise. The IG method interprets the model in order to identify the word importance in a 
sentence. Methods that have been widely used in literature for selecting the words to be 
substitute are a) selecting only adverbs, adjectives and nouns for replacement (AAN) and 
b) selecting all words in the sentence except stop words (AESW). They will serve as base-
lines for comparing our proposed methods.

3.3  Objective 3: Homogeneous and heterogeneous embedding

In this objective, we are trying to find out the effect on performance if the pre-trained 
embeddings used are kept homogeneous or heterogeneous. For the heterogeneous set-
ting, W2V was used as the first classification layer when synonym replacement was done 
with CF-W2V or DE-W2V. W2V was used as replacement when DE-W2V and CF-W2V 
where used for classification. For the homogeneous setting, the same embedding was used 
for replacement and classification. Table 1 shows the different settings clearly. For this 
experiment, we investigate only the All Except Stop Words (AESW) method of selecting 
substituted word.

Table 1  Homogeneous and 
Heterogeneous Settings

Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Replacement Classification Replacement Classification

W2V W2V W2V DE-W2V
W2V CF-W2V

CF-W2V CF-W2V CF-W2V W2V
DE-W2V DE-W2V DE-W2V W2V
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3.4  Objective 4: label preservation

As stated previously, the transformation for a valid data augmentation process should not 
change the original label of the instance. So far, for all the augmentation processes, we sim-
ply assume that any generated sentence will have the same label as its original counterpart. 
This assumption is not very valid because as we know, synonym replacement using W2V can 
replace a word with its antonym if the cosine similarities between the word and the antonym 
are high and there’s a chance the meaning of the sentence will change and hence its label. Also 
in [5], they show that for difficult examples, word substitutions such as a change in name or 
synonym replacement changes the classifiers output, but for easier examples, they are inef-
fective in changing the classifier output. In order to determine if the labels were preserved, 
we carry out two different studies for two data augmentation processes (WordNet Synonym 
Replacement and MWP_BERT AESW) on the DaviDson dataset.

In the first study, we mimic the experiment carried out in [18]. The DaviDson Dataset has 3 
classes with Hate class (Class 0) and Neither class (Class 2) being the minority classes. So for 
this analysis, we exclude Offensive class (Class 1) from the classification task as the original 
data for that class was not augmented. We randomly sample 100 instances from each minor-
ity class for both the original and newly generated data. Then from the original we sampled 
a small test set (70 for each of the two class, making it 140 in total. The size was determined 
by the size of the original data. We couldn’t go higher because there’s no more data). Then, 
we designed a binary classification experiment using only Class 0 and Class 2. We iteratively 
decrease the size of the original data and increase the size of the newly augmented data by 
10%. Therefore, each time, the data size is the same, it just contains varying ratios of original 
and augmented data. The result is shown in Figure 3.

In the second study, we investigate how some methods preserve the labels by adapting the 
experiment done in [40]. The t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) of the last 
layers of the model trained on the combination of the original and augmented data is used to 
show if there is an overlap between the original and new instances. For this experiment we use 
only the Davidson Dataset. We visualize just the minority classes (Hate and Neutral Class). 
We select 1000 samples for both classes from the original and augmented data. This create a 
new data of size 4000 sentences. We train a new model, using the same architecture used for 
the rest of the experiments, on this data subset for visualization. The goal of this visualization 
is to show where the augmented data falls. The more it falls right on top of the original sam-
ples, the more we can claim that the labels were preserved.

4  Experiment design

4.1  Datasets

We make use of two commonly used and publicly available multi-class hate speech data-
sets with a severely unbalanced hate class. 

1. Davidson3: This contains approximately 25k instances from Twitter in English with 
labels of Hate, Offensive, or Neither hateful nor offensive [6], more specifically, 5.77% 

3 https:// github. com/t- david son/ hate- speech- and- offen sive- langu age
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Hate speech, 77.43% Offensive and 16.80% Neither. For this study, we consider the Hate 
(Class 0) and Neither (Class 2) classes as the minority classes while Offensive class 
(Class 1) is considered the majority class. Only the minority classes were augmented. 
We randomly split it into Train/Validation/Test sets with ratio 70:15:15.

2. Founta4: This contains approximately 80k instances from Twitter in English with labels 
Hateful, Abusive, or Normal and Spam [10], more specifically, 7.5% Hateful, 11% Abu-
sive, 22.5% Spam and 59% None. We deleted the Spam class because it was redundant 
for this study. The minority classes in this study for this dataset are Class 0 (Hateful) and 
Class 1 (Abusive) while the majority class is Class 2 (None). Only the minority classes 
were augmented. We also randomly split the data into Train/Validation/Test sets with 
ratio 70:15:15.

The preprocessing pipeline was kept very basic as we did not want to over process and lose 
important information valid for data augmentation. We remove Twitter-centric noise such 
as usernames, urls and so on, then lowercase all the words.

4.2  Baselines and experiment settings

This study includes five baselines. The first baseline is the unaugmented, original data-
set. The remaining four are re-implementation of existing data augmentation techniques 
in literature. The second baseline is the oversampling of the minority classes. Here, we 
make repeated copies of sentences in the minority class till its size becomes close to 
or equal to the size of the minority class. Then, there is the synonym replacement with 
WordNet and pre-trained Word2Vec (W2V) which are considered the third and the fourth 
baselines respectively. Here, words are replaced with their synonyms derived from Word-
Net and pre-trained Word2Vec (W2V). Finally, there’s a masked word prediction using 
BERT (MWP_BERT) [7]. This is not a synonym replacement method but it is a token 
replacement method. Here, a word in a sentence is masked and BERT tries to predict what 
the masked word could be by taking the rest of the sentence into consideration. For all 
the synonym replacement using a large pre-trained model with the exception of BERT, a 
cosine similarity is used to measure the similarity or closeness of two word vectors in ques-
tion. The cosine similarity between two vectors A and B of dimension n is the dot product 
between A and B divided by the product of the length of each vector. A larger dot product 
means that the vectors are closer to each other in the n-dimensional vector space and thus 
is a good candidate (synonym) to be used as a replacement. In order to avoid cases where 
vectors with a larger dimension are automatically more similar than others, the cosine dis-
tance measure scales the dot product by the length of each vector. Formally, the cosine 
similarity is defined as follows:

For the DaviDson dataset, based on the discrepancy between the size of the classes, the Hate 
class (Class 0) would need to be increased 17x and the Neither class (Class 2) increased 5x 
to be roughly equal to the Offensive class (Class 1). At the onset of the experiments, we 

(3)cos(�,�) =
��

‖�‖‖�‖
=

∑n

i=1
�i�i

�∑n

i=1
(�i)

2

�∑n

i=1
(�i)

2

4 https:// datav erse. mpi- sws. org/ datas et. xhtml? persi stent Id= doi: 10. 5072/ FK2/ ZDTEMN
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discovered that this will be almost impossible to achieve as token replacement methods will 
incorporate noise after certain limit. We empirically set this limit to be 5x for Hate class 
and 3x for Neither class. Therefore, for the oversampling baseline, we over sampled the 
Hate class (Class 0) 5x and the Neither class (Class 2) 3x. For the pre-trained embedding 
experiment, we chose top 5 synonyms for Hate class (Class 0) and top 3 for Neither class 
(Class 2). For MWP_BERT, in each sentence we mask non-stop words one at a time, where 
each mask is done on the original sentence. Therefore, the original sentence will produce 
the sentences equal to the number of non-stop words in the sentence. We experimented with 
another masked word prediction with BERT setting, where we iteratively mask the next word 
in the newly predicted sentence, therefore, one original sentence will produce exactly one 
augmented sentence. But then we discovered that the resulting sentence almost always had a 
completely different meaning from the original. We refrain from using this method. On the 
other hand, for the Founta data, the Hate class (Class 0) would need to be increased 17x and 
the Abusive class (Class 1) increased 7x to be roughly equal to the None class (Class 2). We 
empirically set this limit to be 6x for Hate class (Class 0) for and 3x for Abusive class (Class 
1). It is obvious that this would not balance the classes but hopefully increases it sufficiently 
enough to decrease overfitting and improve the generalization ability of the trained models.

The classification algorithm used in the classification task is a one layer Bi-direc-
tional LSTM. The network is initialized with the embedding layer, followed by the 
bidirectional layer and one dense layer. The loss was calculated with sparse categori-
cal crossentropy, and the optimizer was ‘Adagrad’. Early stopping and model check-
pointing were used to avoid overfitting. We chose a very simple model in order to limit 
its effect on the outcome and thus gives a better measure of the augmentation methods. 
The test set was kept constant and unseen for all experiments.

5  Results

In this section, the classification results on the unseen test sets of the two datasets are 
presented using Macro F1 as a performance metric. The reported scores are an average 
of 10 runs with the standard deviation in superscript.

5.1  Baseline results

First, the classification results for the baselines are discussed. From Table 2, it is shown 
that all the baselines clearly outperform the original unaugmented data reiterating the 

Table 2  F1 scores for baseline 
results on the DaviDson and 
Founta Datasets

Baseline Settings Davidson Founta

Original Dataset 0.6460.007 0.5700.002

Oversampling �.7330.003 0.6380.003

WordNet SR �.7330.002 �.6460.005

W2V AAN SR 0.7030.007 0.6350.005

W2V AESW SR 0.7070.004 0.6350.004

MWP_BERT 0.7240.001 0.6020.002
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advantages of data augmentation for supervised tasks. Oversampling and WordNet Syno-
nym Replacement (SR) methods are the top methods clearly outperforming the W2V 
based methods for both DaviDson and Founta. MWP_BERT when applied to the DaviD-
son dataset strongly outperformed the original dataset but when applied on the Founta 
dataset is the least performing baseline. This could be because there are less noisy sen-
tence structures in DaviDson than in Founta and hence when a word is masked the rest of 
the sentence still contains enough information to predict a correct word. Also, we rarely 
expect results to be consistent for the two datasets. This is because in the DaviDson data, 
our minority classes are the Hate and Neutral class while in the Founta, the minority 
classes are the Hate and Abusive classes. Thus, the Founta data might be a bit harder to 
improve.

5.2  Results on source of synonyms

Next in Table  3, we compare the W2V source of synonym and the Original dataset 
with the proposed methods for Objective 1 which are the CF-W2V and the DE-W2V 
sources of synonym. We present the result of each source under two settings: the AAN 
and the AESW selection methods. From this, we observe that for the DaviDson dataset, 
the CF-W2V AAN improves the classification performance over the rest. The counter-
fitted vectors outperforms the W2V counterparts. The DE-W2V AESW outperforms its 
W2V counterpart. For the Founta dataset, there is little significant difference between 
the sources of synonyms.

Furthermore, in order to better understand the performance of each word embedding 
used as a source of synonyms, we observed the most similar word vectors for randomly 
selected words from the dataset, which are shown in Table 4. As shown, the employed pre-
trained embeddings produced different synonyms for the same words. Generally, W2V is 
noisier than the rest. CF-W2V and DE-W2V seem to produce more meaningful synonyms. 
It is important to note that there is large vocabulary size discrepancy among the pre-trained 
embedding source. The vocabulary sizes of W2V, CF-W2V, DE-W2V are 400000, 78763 
and 174015 respectively. Additionally, W2V was used as the embedding layer in the clas-
sification network. The vocabulary size and the use of W2V for embedding would conse-
quently affect the performance. To illustrate, if using DE-W2V to provide the synonym 
“preposterous” to replace “idiotic”, but in the W2V embedding layer, there is no repre-
sentation for “preposterous” then that piece of information is lost and not presented to the 
neural network.

Table 3  F1 scores for source of 
synonyms on the DaviDson and 
Founta Datasets

Source of Synonyms Settings Davidson Founta

Original Dataset 0.6460.007 0.5700.002

W2V AAN SR 0.7030.007 �.6350.005

W2V AESW SR 0.7070.004 �.6350.004

CF-W2V AAN SR �.7280.002 0.6330.002

CF-W2V AESW SR 0.7120.002 0.6230.004

DE-W2V AAN SR 0.6090.004 0.6330.005

DE-W2V AESW SR 0.7110.003 0.6260.003
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5.3  Results on substituted word selection

To show the results for Objective 2, we present the test scores of models trained on data 
derived from different word selection methods: AAN, AESW, PSO, and IG in Table 5. 
For these methods, W2V was used as the source of synonym. The results show that 
our proposed methods of selecting words to be substituted outperformed the AAN and 
AESW baselines in some settings for both datasets. For the DaviDson dataset, PSO 
method successfully selected words for substitution that outperformed the other selection 
methods. For the IG method, synonym replacing important and unimportant performed 
better than dropping unimportant words. This could be because even though words are 
considered unimportant to the model, they are still not irrelevant to the classification 
task. This is supported by the fact that IG Drop Unimportant slightly performed lower 
than the baselines. For the Founta dataset, IG Replace Important words outperforms the 
rest. Analogous to the DaviDson dataset, the IG Drop Unimportant setting had the least 
improvement in performance.

Table 4  Common words 
and their top 4 synonyms (as 
determined by cosine similarity) 
in different sources

Words W2V CF-W2V DE-W2V

horror Horror gruesome suspense
FEARnet_branded_VOD scary sexploitation
horror_flick terrifying fiction
horror_flicks horrific science-fiction

redneck hillbilly hick beatnik
rednecks kickin yuppie
hick fuckin skinhead
hayseed smelly hipster

idiotic stupid foolish preposterous
moronic silly mean-spirited
asinine nonsensical deceitful
inane unwise trollish

fuck fucking fucking bugger
f_*_ck fucked fuck
f_**_k fuckin shit
shit bitches shit

Table 5  F1 scores for substituted 
word selection methods on the 
DaviDson and Founta Datasets

(AAN: Adverb Adjective Noun, AESW: All Except Stop Words, PSO: 
Particle Swarm Optimization, IG: Integrated Gradient)

Substituted Word Selection Settings Davidson Founta

AAN 0.7030.007 0.6350.005

AESW 0.7070.004 0.6350.004

PSO �.7230.001 0.6390.005

IG Replace Unimportant 0.7020.004 0.6380.004

IG Replace Important 0.7050.004 �.6410.006

IG Drop Unimportant 0.6960.006 0.6370.004
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Analysing the results further, for the DaviDson data, the PSO selected an average of 
approximately 51% of the available words for replacement, while for the Founta data, it 
selected an average of approximately 50% of the available words. This further demonstrates 
that PSO successfully selected words from the bag-of-replaceable words whose replace-
ment and the quality of the subsequently chosen synonym will improve performance. In 
Figure 2, we depict, using random sentences culled from the DaviDson dataset, the way 
IG method attribute importance to words. The sentences are “that band is white trash and 
only white trash would buy that album”, “we agree do fuck yes i do send those illegal wet-
back home”, and “they shot another monkey”. When the same word occurs multiple times 
in the same sentence, the word will have the same attribution score. Also, words that a 
human might deem important could be considered unimportant by the model. For example, 
the word “illegal” in “we agree do fuck yes i do send those illegal wetback home”.

Fig. 2  Word Attribution/Importance via Integrated Gradient method
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5.4  Results on Homogeneity vs. Heterogeneity

For Objective 3, the results are shown in terms of F1 scores for the test set for models 
trained on data generated via

– W2V synonym replacement with W2V embedding.
– CF-W2V synonym replacement with CF-W2V embedding.
– DE-W2V synonym replacement with DE-W2V embedding.
– W2V synonym replacement with DE-W2V embedding.
– W2V synonym replacement with CF-W2V embedding.
– CF-W2V synonym replacement with W2V embedding.
– DE-W2V synonym replacement with W2V embedding.

This experiment was done only on the AESW setting using the DaviDson dataset. These 
results are shown in Table  6. The homogeneous setting outperformed its heterogene-
ous counterparts across board. The difference however is not significant. As pointed out 
in Section 5.2, W2V is 5x larger than CF-W2V and 2x larger than DE-W2V. Despite the 
disparate vocabulary sizes of these embeddings, the smaller embeddings (CF-W2V and 
DE-W2V) improved the performance. This further points to the strength of these smaller 
embedding and the improved quality of information they captured. For the homogeneous 
setting, all the synonyms that were inserted during augmentation are guaranteed to be rep-
resented in the neural network, hence that information is not lost. We also noticed that the 
CF-W2V and DE-W2V both outperformed the W2V counterpart when they were used as 
replacement in both the homogeneous and heterogeneous settings.

5.5  Results on label preservation

For objective 4, the results of the first experiment are presented in Figure 3. We plot on 
the y-axis the Macro-F1 scores of the models on the test set and on the x-axis we repre-
sent the different slices of the original and newly generated train data used for training the 
models. From the plot, we can see that the difference between the 90/10 and 10/90 setting 
for MWP_BERT is much lower than the difference for WordNet Synonym Replacement. 
Thus for MWP_BERT, the performance is relatively stable when the percentage of the 
new data is more than original data compared to when the percentage of original data 
is more than new data. On the other hand, for WordNet the difference in performance is 

Table 6  Homogeneous and 
Heterogeneous Results

(Repl: The embedding used to provide synonym for replacement. 
Clas: The embedding used as the first layer in the neural network)

Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Repl Clas F1 Repl Clas F1

W2V W2V �.7070.004 W2V DE-W2V 0.7010.002

W2V CF-W2V 0.7000.003

CF-W2V CF-W2V �.7150.002 CF-W2V W2V 0.7120.002

DE-W2V DE-W2V �.7160.002 DE-W2V W2V 0.7110.003
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much higher. This shows that the former, preserved the labels better. This is expected as 
BERT takes the whole context into consideration thereby retaining the original meaning 
of the sentence. While in WordNet, replacing individual words might not retain the same 
contextual information or meaning as the original sentence. This experiment can also be 
used to measure the quality of generated data. If the performance drops as more aug-
mented data is added, then it could point to the fact that the quality of the data is not very 
high. This is the case for the results shown. There is a slight degradation in the quality of 
the data produced.

The results of the second experiment are shown as t-SNE figures in Figures 4 and 5 for 
DaviDson Data. They are best viewed in color. The t-SNE of the last layer of the model 
trained on the combination of the original and MWP_BERT augmented data is shown in 
Figure 4. The figure shows that to a great extent, the original and augmented data fall in a 
similar spot (overlapping each other). There are some rouge instances however. In these 
cases, it seems to be more of instances from the two classes that are hard to distinguish. 
Consequently, their augmented counterparts are also hard to distinguish. For the WordNet 
augmentation method, the t-SNE in Figure  5 shows that there are only a few instances 
where the original and the augmented did not overlap. This occurs more in the neutral 
class. However, overall, there is a good enough preservation of labels for both methods 
with the MWP_BERT performing slightly better.

6  Further analysis

Now, let us look at the quality of sentences produced by the different augmentation meth-
ods that generated a new sentence (i.e all except Oversampling) for a particular given 
sentence. The example original sentences were culled from the DaviDson dataset. Table 7 
shows that generally the methods do not generate a sentence completely humanly indis-
tinguishable from the original sentence. There are indications that some of the transfor-
mation could change the meaning and thus the label of the sentence. For instance this 
sentence “they shot another monkey”, which is labelled as hate speech in the dataset was 
transformed to “they shot another hamster”. The first sentence given the right context 
(dark skinned people of African descent have derogatorily been referred to with the word 

Fig. 3  Label Preservation on 
DaviDson Data
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“monkey”) is hateful but its transformation would not be considered hateful. Further, in the 
sentence “that band is white trash and only white trash would buy that album” the hateful 
phrase is “white trash”. However, the system interprets words individually hence “white” 
is been replaced with the names of other colors which do not carry the same meaning.

7  Conclusions

This study presented an in-depth investigation into the token replacement methods for increas-
ing the minority classes in hate speech detection datasets. We have proposed the use of novel 
methods for providing synonyms and also for selecting the candidate word to be replaced 
in a sentence. Our results show that the proposed methods provide varying synonyms that 
are better than or comparable to existing synonym sources. Moreover, our results also show 
that the proposed methods of selecting candidate words are superior to the baseline methods. 
Additionally, we have shown the effect of heterogeneity and homogeneity when carrying out 
synonym replacement for classification tasks and also probed the label preservation strength 

Fig. 4  MWP_BERT t-SNE
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of these methods. Our results showed that the homogeneous setting better served the task and 
also showed how some of the methods preserved the original labels.

We have uncovered some limitations that plagues the token replacement methods. First, 
because it is primarily a local word replacement method, it limits the diversity of the generated 
sentence since only one word is changed. Also, when a word has more than one meaning, it 
could have different synonyms. The vocabulary of pre-trained word embeddings are limited 
and hence some of the candidate words to be replaced do not occur in the embedding therefore 
that it will have no replacements thus infringing on the diversity.

8  Future work

Building on the findings of this study, we would like to further explore methods of con-
ducting synonym replacement for homonyms. Hence the meaning/context of the word 
will assist in determining which synonym is more appropriate. Additionally, we intend to 
explore methods of solving the limited embedding vocabulary problems, thereby improv-
ing the chances that a candidate word and its synonym existing in the vocabulary.

Fig. 5  WordNet t-SNE
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Table 7  Different Generated Sentences for different augmentation methods

Settings Sentence

Original that band is white trash and only white trash would buy that album
WordNet that dance band is white trash and only white trash would buy that album
W2V_AAN that bands is black garbage and one black garbage would buy that album
W2V_AESW that bands is black garbage and only black garbage could sell that album
MWP_BERT that band is white trash and only white trash can buy that album
CF-W2V_AAN that band is brown rubbish and solely brown rubbish would buy that album
CF-W2V_AESW that banding is brown rubbish and only brown rubbish could hold that album
DE-W2V_AAN that boyband is black garbage and measly black garbgae would buy that mini-album
DE-W2V_AESW that boyband is black garbage and only black garbage whould sell that album.
PSO Method that band is white trash and only white trash would buy that album
IG_Unimp that band is black trash and only white trash would buy that album
IG_Imp it bands is white trash and only white trash would buy that album
IG_DropUnimp that band trash album
Original we agree do fuck yes i do! send those illegal wetback home
WordNet we agree do fuck yes i do send those illegal wetback national
W2V_AAN we agree do fuckiveng yes ive do! send those ivellegal wetback house
W2V_AESW we agrees do f_**_k mso_style_noshow i do! sends those illicit spics homes
MWP_BERT we agree do fuck yes i do! send those illegal aliens home
CF-W2V_AAN we agree do fucked yes i do! send those illegal wetback homing
CF-W2V_AESW we unhappy do fucking yeah i do! sent those illicit pinche habitation
DE-W2V_AAN we agree do fuck yes i do! send those illegal wetback residence
DE-W2V_AESW we concur do bugger yeah i do! sent those unlawful wetback homes
PSO we agree do fuck yes i do send those illegal wetback home
IG_Unimp we agree do fuck yes i do send those illicit wetback homes
IG_Imp we disagree want fucking mso_style_qformat i do send those illegal wetback home
IG_DropUnimp we agree do fuck yes i do send wetback
Original they shot another monkey
WordNet they shot some other monkey
W2V_AAN they shot another monkeys
W2V_AESW they shots another monkeys
MWP_BERT they killed another monkey
CF-W2V_AAN they shot another curious
CF-W2V_AESW they pulls deliriously curious
DE-W2V_AAN they shot another hamster
DE-W2V_AESW they stabbed a hamster
PSO they shot another monkey
IG_Unimp they shot another monkey
IG_Imp we shots another monkeys
IG_DropUnimp they shot monkey
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